America's transportation system is on the verge of collapse and Gridlock reveals how we got into this mess and how to fix it by focusing on free market improvements to methods of transportation that pay for themselves and increase everyone's mobility.
Not only is this costly, illustrates Gridlock, it won't even accomplish the goals of saving energy and protecting the environment. "We can spend tens or hundreds of billions of taxpayer dollars on transportation projects that sound good but really only serve a small elite," writes O'Toole, "or we can restore a user-fee-driven system that will continue to improve personal mobility and reduce transportation costs for generations to come."
Gridlock presents a wide range of innovative ideas and policy recommendations for creating an effective transportation system-improvements that will increase our mobility and pay for themselves, whether it's cars, buses, planes, or trains. At the center of O'Toole's solutions are three core principles: those who use transportation facilities should pay for them; negative effects should be dealt with in a cost-efficient manner; and new technologies that will increase mobility at a low cost must be embraced. In Gridlock, Randal O'Toole brings energetic and unconventional thinking to transportation strategies that have, until now, only driven us into the breakdown lane.
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